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FLIPCHART CAPTURE – “Even Better Synods” --  Mission Council 14th May 2013 
 

 
Roberta Rominger presented papers D and D1 on behalf of the Medium Term Strategy Group set up 

by the previous Mission Council meeting.  Paper D provided an overview of the scope of the group’s 

purpose and work and was received by Mission Council.  Paper D1 – entitled “Even Better Synods” – 

aimed “to promote a creative discussion about the future shape and purpose of synods.”  Mission 

Council discussed the ideas in the paper in small groups and in plenary, and, on the final day of the 

meeting, the Revd Dr Romilly Micklem presented feedback gathered from the group discussions, 

summarising the opinions gathered thus: 

 There is no appetite for upheaval – evolutionary improvement rather than major 

restructuring 

 Synods must be flexible and able to adapt to larger or smaller numbers of churches and it’s 

essential to sustain focus on local needs 

 Resource sharing between Synods is widely supported – fair rather than equal allocation is 

desired and Church House functions could be included 

 Separation of moderator roles (pastoral/managerial) broadly supported – but more detailed 

work and consultation required 

 

The following resolution was passed: “Mission Council asks the Medium Term Strategy Group to 

continue its work on Synods, taking account of the points raised in the group discussions at the May 

2013 Mission Council.” 

The small group feedback reported via flip chart summaries and electronic submissions is 

reproduced in full below. 

 
 

 
Scenario A 
 

 Reinvention of  district 

 merging trusts is legally complex 

 part-time moderators would be rooted in the local 

 fragmentation -- more volunteers needed 

 disturbs current balance between management and trustees / pastoral  
 

 returning to districts, with authority (some worked, some didn’t) 
 

 favoured scenario 

 But we have already rejected is in “district” decision! 

 How can moderator use other 50% of post? 

 Can this be a way of managing current crisis and allowing growth? 

 How do we address local church attitude: “it will see me out!” –  Need whole church 
attitude. How do we engage this? 

 Not addressing the default “Congregationalist” attitudes 

 disappointed that we are still not tackling this 

 how does this help us in ecumenism? 

 Not sure churches would support financially – may not be able to do so 
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 Warm to Scenario A because of local focus 

 Would desire enhanced communication between Synods 
 

 Preferred scenario 

 Would make most difference to local churches 
 

 possibly too bureaucratic – some like it but acknowledge that it’s going to look as if we made 
a mistake in getting rid of districts 

 We should be allowing synods to evolve as seems right to them – 

 maybe centralise Trusts admin and ecclesiastical exemption etc – but some warn that that 
would introduce unacceptable  advice burden 

 
 
Scenario B 
 

 Retains balance between management/trustees and pastoral 

 retains current regional/national ecumenical engagement 

 local churches aren’t equal, so why should synods be? 
 

 Best option with variance 

 Fewer than 13 synods 
 

 We like B 

 Proportions need examining 

 Not all 13 Synods will survive 

 Need to unpack full-time manager role – how will this be funded? 

 Share people / resources across Synods,  e.g. training officers 

 Include church house in resource sharing (“fourteenth synod”) 

 work out common practice and convergence 

 where does the oversight of ministry lie? 

 Build in aim from A of working locally 

 Ensure structure can cope with change (scaleability) / keep allowing for flexibility 
 

 Allows for ‘round table’ resource-sharing 

 Improve rather than restructure 

 Needs tweaking 

 Does it need F/T moderator *and* manager? 

 Add in regional / national services, e.g. HR, legal 

 Last bullet needs exploring (sharing needs tweaking) 

 Include CH in resource sharing 

 Can some Synods be merged? 
 

 Challenge of synods investment income being shared. Trust issues between those who have 
shared and those who have received in the past 

 despite this probably most do-able scenario 

 would we need acts of parliament to do A or C? 
 

 prefer B 

 perhaps reduce 13 to fewer 

 centralise some services 
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 geographic challenge – much greater without districts 

 B needs role of Moderator and Manager clarified 
 

 Financial burdens on Synods are uneven, as well as financial burdens – needs to be reflected 
in sharing 
 

 B preferred but work it out better 

 Should include aspects of A. so that e.g. oversight is clearer 

 Fund CH as “14th Synod” 

 Proportions need reviewing 

 Question need for full-time managers 
 

 Is the relationship between Assembly and Synods correct? 

 Release resources closer to where being used? 

 Is the redistribution sustainable? 
 

 is possibly not legally possible in all particulars, especially last bullet point – property sales 

 reps of poorer synods speak of their embarrassment at the resource sharing table 
 
Scenario C 
 

 Why have synods at all? 

 No: synods already too remote 

 may release resources, but it would be them and us on a much wider scale 

 would lose national synods – don’t want this 
 

 (Wales and Scotland differences) 

 3 English regions plus Wales plus Scotland ?? 

 Donor Synods / recipient Synods 

 Churches struggle to understand what they get from M&M contributions 

 liked by some, though need for pastoral support needs to be made more explicit 

 surely this will need more than 1 f/t moderator? 

 well equipped regional offices may be more expensive than we realise 

 Where does Church House fit in this scenario (or indeed in any)? – do we regard it as one of 
the regional bases?? 

 
Scenario D 
 

 Should we change anatomy because of a few Synods? 
 

 Scenario D: discounted unanimously 
 
Scenario E 
 

 If we wanted to support local Christians, how would we do it? (Rather than re-jigging 
existing synods, which tie up our ministers’ time) 

 centralised expertise with local relationships and delivery  
 
 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
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 examine what worked in districts and implement 

 keep local gatherings 

 do we need to restructure – identify what needs to be done by all in a uniform way 

 identify which Synods can be left to get on with it for themselves creatively, and what works 
for them 

 resource sharing seems like charity – can it be round-table? 

 Allow for subsidiarity and flexibility to cope with changes 

 could we go back to Presbyterianism of a single trust body? 

 Good stewardship of resources: are we too hung up on our comfort cushion in times of 
scarcity? 

 Attraction of centralising some but not all services 

 Look at combining Synods which are vulnerable; revisit Synod boundaries 

 Improve rather than full restructure 

 NO RADICAL RESTRUCTURING 

 Do the scenarios address the real issue of lack of people and financial resources? 

 Should local churches be mutually inconvenienced? 

 We should project into the future by taking past trends into account 
 

Q2 p3 of D1 

 There are distinct issues for Wales and Scotland 

 National identities are changing (re changing URC boundaries) 

 Smaller synods enables flexibility around the reality of regional differences (but this scheme 
was dismissed at the time of removing District Councils as too expensive) 

 Districts were not necessarily functioning very well but their size more manageable than 
Synod 

 

 We note that A, B and C all seem to have different aims, prompting the question ‘What is this 
synod body for?’  And how do we respond to the local churches’ needs?? 

 We see strengths in A B and C – but are VERY WARY  of any major restructuring plans. 

 Should be asking, ‘What bits of any of these could we be working towards in our synods? ‘ – 
even if this leads to greater variety.  (Northern 5 should be encouraged to explore great 
collaboration.) 

 Ethos is more important than structure (though we understand that the two do interrelate). 
 
FROM THE “FUTURE OF THE CHURCH” DISCUSSION 
 

 Synod is a support structure, so respond to what churches are doing, rather than having 
fixed guidelines 

 


